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Abstract

This report is a technology review of the current state-of-the-art in two technologies applicable to the
Underground Storage Tank (UST) program at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. The first review is of
wireless and minimal conductor technologies for in-tank communications. The second review is of
advanced concepts for independent tool-point tracking.

The basis for this study is found in I_FP No. SF213204, entitled Robotics UST. This study addresses the
need to provide wireless transmission media or minimum conductor technology for in-tank
communications and robot control. At present, signals are conducted via contacting transmission media,
i.e., cables. Replacing wires with radio frequencies or invisible light are commonplace in the
communication industry. This technology will be evaluated for its applicability to the needs of robotics.
Some of these options are radio signals, leaky coax, infrared, microwave, and optical fiber systems.
Although optical fiber systems are contacting transmission media, they will be considered because of
their ability to reduce the number of conductors. In this report we will identify, evaluate, and
recommend the requirements for wireless and minimum conductor technology to replace the present
cable system.

The second _ection is a technology survey of concepts for independent end-point tracking (tracking

the position of robot end effectors). The position of the end effector in current industrial robots is
determined by computing that position from joint information, which is basically a problem of locating a
point in three-dimensional space. This has several serious problems. First, the robot structure must be
very rigid because any flexing or bending of the arms causes errors in the robot controller's ability to
locate the end effector. This requirement for rigidity increases the cost and weight of the robot and limits
the payload. A second problem is that, even with precision encoders and stiff members, the accuracy of
large robots is very poor. This makes most large robots unacceptable for tasks requiring precise
knowledge of the position of the end effector. As the demand for better accuracy performance grows, so
grows the need for innovative systems and methodologies that can provide accurate information about
the position of robot end effectors. Several approaches are presently being used in industrial robotics,
including: stereo-triangulation with a theodolite network and electrocamera system, photogrammetry,
and multiple-length measurement with laser interferometry and wires. The techniques that will be
evaluated in this survey are advanced applications of the aforementioned approaches. These include
laser tracking (3-D and 5-D), ultrasonic tracking, vision-guided servoing, and adaptive robotic visual
tracking.
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1.0 Wireless Communication and Minimum

Conductor Technology Survey

1.1 Background

The U.S. Department of Energy is currently involved in the environmental restoration of the Hanford
Site, located in southeastern Washington State. This site restoration presents a series of remediation
problems that challenge the state of the art for equipment and procedures. The most serious challenge
involves the 177 large, underground storage tanks that were used since 1943 to contain by-products of the
nuclear production process that supplied plutonium for the nation's nuclear weapons program. The
contents of the storage tanks are primarily reprocessed solid waste from the chemical separation process
that extracted plutonium from irradiated reactor fuel. The waste material is chemically complex and
includes physical forms ranging from thick, sticky sludge to a crystalline salt cake. The sludge has the
consistency of soft mud, and the salt cake approximates low-grade concrete. There is a small amount of
interstitial or supernatant liquid in most tanks.

One hundred and forty-nine of the tanks are of an early design consisting of a single reinforced
concrete shell with a carbon-steel liner. There are four sizes of these single-shell tanks, built between
1943 and 1964. The smallest is a nontypical tank with a capacity of 55,000 gallons. This small tank has a
diameter of 20 feet and a height of about 25 feet. Only 16 of these tanks were built. The most common
configuration is a tank with a diameter of 75 feet and a wall height of either 18, 24, or 32 feet. The
different wall heights give the tanks capacities of 500,000 gallons, 750,000 gallons and 1,000,000 gallons,
respectively (see Figure 1-1). There are sixty 500,000-gallon tanks, forty-eight 750,000-gallon tanks, and
twenty-five 1,000,000-gallon tanks. As shown in Figure 1-1, the tanks are buried from 5 to 12 feet
underground to provide radiation shielding. 1

1.2 Technology Background

The environmental restoration and final disposal of the radioactive contents of the underground
storage tanks at the Hanford site will require removing and treating the tank contents. Since the contents
are in the form of various residues from the nuclear separation operations, radioactivity levels far exceed
those that permit suitable manned operations.

Studies have been carried out since the 1970s on proposed methods for a control and monitoring
signal transmission system for communicating with stationary and mobile equipment within high
radiation areas. Various wireless technology concepts have been developed to meet these criteria. Based
on recent evaluations, a wireless or minimum conductor transmission system has been identified for
further engineering evaluation, study, and demonstration.

1.3 Previous Work

Extensive work has been done by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) on microwave signal
transmission systems for in-tank use. The ORNL work is based on decades of experience in optimizing
contactless communication for use in the ORNL Remote Systems Development Facility at the Thorium-
Uranium Recycle Facility. Their work will be referenced and summarized where appropriate.

1.4 In-Tank Environment

The in-tank radiation environment assumed by ORNL as the design point were radiation-dose
rates from 103 to 105 (Si) rad/h. 1,2 According to Westinghouse Hanford Corporation (WHC) document
WHC-SD-TD-TI-001, entitled, A Description of the Hanford Single-Shell Tanks and Their Contents, the

3
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radiation levels at the surface of the waste vary from a few rads/h in some tanks, to up to about
5000 rads/h in others. In a significant portion of the tanks, the radiation levels will be between
200 and 2000 rads/h at the surface. Other properties of the in-tank environment are summarized
below in Table 1-1. This data is for Tank 106-C, specifically. 3

Table 1-1. Properties of the in-tank environment.

Temperature 100 ° F at waste surface

Radiation 300 ° F in waste

Total: 106 rad-107 rad

270 rad/h above waste

540 rad/h @ hot spots in waste

Chemical pH: 7-13

Humidity 5--100%

Pressure +/- 2491 Pa (+/- 10 inches of H20)

1.5 Technology Requirements

M Based on the aforementioned ORNL work and preliminary WHC Long Reach Manipulator (LRM)
system specifications, signal transmission requirements can be defined. ,According to the most current
information from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), the control requirements for the LRM will include
control of a six degree-of-freedom arm with a dexterous end effector. This manipulator will require high
perforlnance, closed-loop servomechanisms, and a high-rate of error-free, bi-directional data transmission
capability. It will also require the following end-effector utility services (see Table 1-2).

Table 1-2. End effector service requirements.

2 hydraulic connectors Working @ 45 gpm @ 2000 psig

2 hydraulic connectors Working @ 8 gpm @ 5000 psig

I pneumatic connector 400 scfm @ 500 psig

I high-pressure water connector 20 gpm @ 55 ksi

I low-pressure water connector 8 _pm @ 80 psi

One abrasive supply connctor 0.5 in. I.D. rated @ 200 psi

One three-conductor as power supply 120 V, 60 Hz, 25 A
connector

One dc power supply & instrumentation 16 contacts; 5 A each
connector

30 Shielded twisted pairs

6 RG 174 Micro coaxile cable connectors

3 75 ohm coaxial cable connectors

1 CO 2 abrasive pellet supply @-60 psi

Services for 3-D viewing system

5
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Sensor requirements for the LRM have been preliminarily defined and are divided into the following
categories:

1. Joint control sensors,

2. Manipulator strain and acceleration sensors.
3. Force-torque sensors.
4. Remote viewing cameras and microphones.

1.5.1 Joint Control Sensor Requirements (Table 1-3)

Also note that these sensors should have control algorithm compatibility for position, velocity, and
force/torque data, as well as an ability to measure absolute position after a robot restart.

1.5.2 Strain and Acceleration Sensors (Table 1-4)

Note that the number of strain gages and accelerometers is unknown at this time, but it is known that
they will be used.

1.5.3 Force Torque Sensor (Table 1-5)

This sensor will be at the end-effector exchange plate.

1.5.4 Remote Viewing Cameras & Microphones (Table 1-6)

These sensory system support requirements show that high-bandwidth communication systems are
necessary for LRM control. As stated in the LRM specifications, communication between controllers and
sensory systems should be no slower than 200 Hz. 3

Table 1-3, Joint control sensor requirements.

Sensor type Specifications

Position sensor 16-bit/0.01% linearity

Velocity sensor 12-bit/0.01% linearity

Joint force torque sensor 12-bit (able to measure to 0.1% maximum load)

Table 1-4. Strain and acceleration sensors.

Sensor type Function

Strain gages ldentifiy vibratory link modes

Accelerometers Measure acceleration at distal
end of each link

Table 1-5. Force torque sensor.

Six-axis force-torque sensor 12-bit resolution

Maximum load of the sensor--1000

0
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Table 1-6. Remote viewing cameras and microphones.

CameraJMicrophone Location

Hardened CCD/microphone Identifiy vibratory link modes

3-D microphone GPM

Hardened CCD/microphone DM

1.6 Microwave Signal Transmission Systems (MSTs)

As stated earlier, OPd_JL has done extensive work on MST systems for use in nuclear fuel
reprocessing facilities. The operating environment that ORNL used for their studies is similar to that of
the UST tanks but with some differences; therefore, where the ORNL results are applicable, they will be
used and where they differ, those differences will be pointed out.

ORNL evaluated many signal transmission methods in 1987 and published their work in early 1988
and in follow-on work in 1991. 4,5 The methods included confined-path radio frequency systems and free-
space radio frequency systems, as well as optical and inductive systems. Because of the intrinsic

radiation hardness demonstrated by high-frequency semiconductors, ORNL concluded that a free-space-
launched microwave signal transmission system greatly reduced the mechanical and maintenance

problems associated with slotted-line or leaky coax systems. An additional advantage was the fact that
microwave-frequency transmission accommodates the wide information band widths and the great
number of discrete information channels required to control complex in-tank hardware. Frequency
modulation techniques applied to microwave carriers can mitigate the effects of multipath interference,
which in this case can be caused by tank-wall reflection.

Two techniques considered for signal transmission in a reprocessing cell, but not investigated at
ORNL because of inherent technical limitations, included free-space radio-frequency and inductive-loop
transmission techniques. There are problems with free-space radio-frequency transmission in metal-lined
cells. Specifically, there is a high probability of signal interference produced by radio waves repeatedly
reflected by the cell wall. Also, at a frequency of 12 MHz, the maximum data rate is limited to 160 baud.
Inductive-loop transmission has severe bandwidth limitations and also could not provide the data rate
necessary for servomotor control or video signal transmission. For these reasons and because alternative

transmission methods are more attractive, free-space radio frequency and inductive k)op were not
considered further.

A technical survey of the signal transmission methods considered for hot cell applications by ORNL
is presented in Table 1-7. Desirable technical properties of each of these methods are identified and
arranged in descending order of importance. Each property is also assigned a numerical ranking, or
weight, corresponding to its importance in achieving overall system goals. This weight factor (WF)
ranges in value from I to 5, where 5 represents a very critical parameter. Each transmission method
surveyed is then scored, also on a scale from 1 to 5, in its ability to meet the technical requirements of the

specified property. In this rating scheme, a 5 represents a high ability of the given system to meet these
requirements. Finally, by summing the products of the property ratings and scores for each system, a
single system score is obtained for making system comparisons.

The first transmission method listed in Table 1-7, focused infrared light, has very good data-rate
capabilities, but it is penalized because most of the better semiconductor optoelectronic devices that are
commercially available are sensitive to gamma radiation damage. In addition, nearly all optical detectors
will respond to nuclear radiation. This will result in undesirable electronic noise on the data and
television links and, ultimately, errors in the data.

The confined-path slotted-line and confined-area, leaky-coax systems both received fairly high
ratings in the survey and, at first glance, appear to be strong candidates. Nevertheless, these two systems
have major drawbacks when remote maintenance requirements are considered. These transmission lines
must be remotely segmentable into removable short sections. The connectors for these segments must be

7
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Table 1-7. Signal transmission methods survey,

Systems

Slotted Omni-

Weight Focused line Lossy Fiber Focused directional
Property factor' infrared rf coax optics microwave microwave

Data Rate 5 5b 3 3c 5 S 2c

Data-error rate 5 3 S 5 5 S 5

Bidirectional 5 4 3 3 S 5 5

Radiation 4 1 3 3 1 4 4
hardness

Ease of remote 4 4 1 2 1 4 4
maintenance

Reliability in 4 i 5 5 5 5 5
an emergency

Low maintenance 3 2 3 3 2 3 4

Ease of 3 4 2 2 2 4 4

redundancy

Available 3 2 3 3 1 3 3

technology

Mechanical size 3 4 2 2 2 3 5

Biological 2 2 5 5 5 4 5
hazard

Power 1 4 3 3 5 4 4

requirement

,., ______,

Total score 128 134 138 139 198 174

Weighted score 0.72 0.75 0.78 0,78 1,0 0.98
(normalized)

a 5 =absolutely necessary, critical: 1 =desirable but not necessary.

b 5 = very good, very desirable; 1 = poor, very undesirable.

cData rate is not great enough for servomanipulator control but may be great enough for samplin 8 vehicle
control.
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very _itive, or excessive signal losses would be experienced. For very long cell applications, the design
for the connections must be extremely good with very low losses. It appears that use of the slotted line
for transporters should be avoided unless multipath problems render no other concept tenable. Use of
the leaky-coax should be avoided for the maintenance system transporters and should be used where
other criteria demand its use. The limited data-rate capability of the leaky-coax prohibit its use for real-
time control of servomanipulators but is adequate for control of other types of equipment, like the
sampler vehicle transmission rate of 1200 baud. The transmission limits of a leaky-coax system have not
yet been experimentally detc,rmined but are believed to be less than 9600 baud because of standing wave-
typeinterferenceproblems.

Fiber-opticcableiscapableoftransmittinghighratesoferror-freedata,butissusceptibletoradiation
browningand alsopresentsremot_maintenanceproblems.Fiberopticsalsorequirein-cellelectronics
thatneedtobe hardenedorshielded,althoughthisproblemisnotuniquetofiberopticsand issharedby
othertypesofsignaltransmissiontechniques,e.g.,microwave,leaky-coax.Anotherproblemisthe
mechanicalfailureofthecablecausedby fatiguefrompowertrackoperationasexperiencedwithmetal-
conductorcoaxialcabling.Further,itisdoubtfulthatfiber-opticcableconnectionscanberemotely
maintained;afiber-opticcableconnectionisdifficulttomake,evenbyhand,becauseoftheprecisionand
qualityrequiredintheprocess.Ifa nearlyflawlessopticalconnectionisnotachieved,thetlansmission
rateissignificantlyreduced.Some lossesareexperiencedwitheventhebestconnection,andforthese
reasonsthenumberofconnectionsbetweenthein-and out-of-celltransmitter/receiversmustbe

minimized,However,toallowformaintenanceofthecablingand cable-handlingtracks,several
connectionswould berequired.ORNL maintainedthattheuseoffiber-opticcablingforreprocessingcell
applicationspresentedsignificantrisksthatweredifficulttojustifywhen comparedtothealternative
microwavetransmissiontechniques.

Focused-beammicrowavesystemsoperatinginthe>I0-GHzrangehavemuch more thanadequate
bandwidthfortherealtimecontrolofservomanipulatorsand thetransmissionofmany videochannels.
Omnidirectionalmicrowavehasa limitedbandwidth,butitcouldpossiblybeusedforlow-transmission
applicationswherefocusingofthebeam isdifficultbecauseofnonlinearmovement ofthecontrolled
device.Basedon theoryandbench-scaleexperimentsconductedtodate,itisbelievedthatbothfocused
and nonfocusedsystemscansuccessfullyoperateinlarge,metal-linedcellswithoutinterference.Also,
radiationhardnessisnotexpectedtopresentproblemsbecausetheintrinsicradiationhardnessof
properlyselectedhigh-frequencymicrowavedevicesisverygood.Furthermore,remotemaintenance
problemswillbeminimalbecauseofthelackof"proximity-type"position-tolerancingrequirementsthat
areencounteredwithmany othersystems,suchastheslotted-linemethod.A microwavetransmitter/
receiversystemisverylocalizedandcanbe modularizedformaintenanceusingstandarddesign
practices.Forthesereasons,ORNL selectedand pursuedthedevelopmentofmicrowavesignal
transmissiontechniquesforreprocessingcellapplications.4,5

1.7 Commercial Systems

The above stated conclusions are somewhat dated due to advancements in specific technology. For

example, the disadvantages noted for fiber optics such as susceptibility to radiation browning have been
mitigated by hardened fiber-optic cable and transmitter and receiver components now commercially
available. Also, the concerns raised about the mechanical failure of fiber caused by fatigue have been
addressed by commercial vendors and are discussed below.

1.8 Reliability of Optical Fiber in Hazardous Environments 8

Optical fibers are valued for both military and space applications because of their low mass and small
size as well as their immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and electromagnetic pulse (EMP),
and their low loss and high-bandwidth properties. These fibers can provide communications for a wide
range of unique systems.
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The reliability issue has two main facets, mechanical and optical. The former deals with the strength
and the fatigue properties of the glass component of the fiber and the protection available from the design
and materials used in the cable structure. The latter deals with all the internal or external factors that can

vary the optical signal transmission over time, such as increasing its loss.
Much work has been done on the characterization of optical fiber properties and their changes under

specific environmental conditions, e. g., fatigue of fibers immersed in water, the effects of hydrogen
ingression on optical loss, or the effects of microbending on optical loss. The effects of radiation on fibers
for commercial, simulated military environments and some hazardous industrial environments have

been documented for many fibers, especially under the auspices of the NATO (RSG-12) study group.
Reliability concerns arising from environmental conditions other than radiation will be dealt with in

this section, with radiation hardness discussed in the following section.

1.8.1 Fiber Strength and Fatigue

Optical fiber strength is limited by two generally accepted failure mechanisms--instantaneous
fracture controlled by defects in the fiber or surface flaws and delayed failure caused by fatigue. Fatigue
is the weakening to failure of materials under loads well below their inert strength. !n the fatigue of
silica-based glass fibers atmospheric moisture, or water, reacts with a flaw on the glass surface which is
under stress; defects, flaws, and stress-corrosion reactions reduce the strength of fiber from the glass
theoretical strength of 18 GPa (2.6 Mpsi) to typically <3 GPa (450 ksi). 6 The main variables are stress

level, exposure time, exposure temperature, and the moisture (or other corrosive agent) level.
In most practical industrial applications, moisture and stress will be standard aspects of the operating

environment. Tensile stress, which facilitates the fatigue of glass fibers, is found in bending stress and
torsional stress as well as in direct tension. For example, in bending, the outer surface of the fiber
experiences tension while the inner surface is compressed. The maximum stress of a bent fiber is located
within a small area at the apex of the bend while the remainder of the fiber experiences lower tensile, or
compressive, stresses.

Fiber-optic cables can be designed so that optical fibers are protected from direct tension, but with
only a possibility of minimizing the bending stress they are subjected to in an application. For this
reason, bending stresses are more important for applications using cables, while both bending and direct
tensile stresses must be considered for applications employing simple fibers.

If silica did not fatigue in moist environments, then a simple bend or direct tensile stress test at the
highest stress to be encountered in practice would suffice to guarantee against breakage (failure) in use.
When tensile stress is present, fatigue does occur and reduces the fiber's strength upon extended
exposure to moist environments, thus fatigue as a function of time under stress must be known or
evaluated.

Fatigue testing has become the primary way to estimate mechanical reliability and predict lifetimes.

The fatigue behavior of fibers has been measured using several techniques, both dynamically and
statically. Since these can yield different results and predictions, it is important to understand when and
where the differences arise. This will be discussed in subsection 1.8.2.

Furthermore, as recent research has demonstrated strong correlations between fiber coating
properties and fiber fatigue behavior, 6 it is also important to take the coating properties into
consideration when evaluating the long-term reliability of optical fibers.

A power law model was developed by Charles to describe the fatigue of glass. 6 The basic equation is
as follows:

log tf = -N log o'+ log k (1)

where N (fatigue parameter) and k are characteristic constants for the materials, geometry and the
environment of the samples tested, and tf is the time to failure under the given stress, or.This relationship
is illustrated in Figure 1-2, where the static fatigue of a standard Hard Clad Silica (HCS) fiber in ambient
water is shown.

In dynamic fatigue testing, the entire fiber is stressed to failure at several different stress (strain) rates

while exposed to an appropriate environment--typically moisture or water. The average strength for
each testing rate is determined from a Weibull Failure Probability plot. This strength is then plotted

l0
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Fig. 1-2. Staticfatigue of a standardHard
Clad Silica (HCS).

versus the rate on a log-log plot. The slope of the resultant graph is inversely related to the fatigue
constant, N. The testing rates should cover at least two orders of magnitude for meaningful results.

1.8.2 Fiber Requirements

Military/government applications span a very large range of environments, from extremely harsh to
relatively mild indoor conditions. Considering the harsher end of the spectrum, where critical operation
and reliability may be needed the most, the preferred fiber would have the following mechanical and
assorted properties. The fiber should have high initial strength, good fatigue resistance, low sensitivity to
environmental conditions, low sensitivity to prior handling and environmental exposure, good radiation
resistance, and assorted application-specific optical properties.

Since failure in ceramic materials, like silica, is a statistical process, the strength of optical fibers is
normally obtained from a Weibull plot of 10-20 strain to failure tests. The results for a high-strength fiber
are depicted in Figure 1-3. There are three major points which offer important information about the
fiber's strength. First, only one mode of failure is indicated when all the data points fall on a straight line.
Second, the higher the slope, the tighter the distribution of flaws in the fiber. Slopes (m value) >70
indicate that the distribution is essentially flaw-free, after allowing for diameter fluctuations in the

11
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Fig. 1-3. Weibull plot for a high strength fiber.

sample lengths tested. Finally, the mean Weibull strength is the value of the failure stress with a
50 x failure probability. Obviously, the higher the mean value, the stronger the fiber, but the slope must
be high and there should be only one mode of failure evident in the data if this strength value is to have
any real value in practical applications.

Good fatigue resistance is very important to the design and reliability of fiber-optic installations. The
environment and exposure time of the application define the conditions that the fiber must meet. The
fatigue constant, N, measures the sensitivity of the fiber's strength to these parameters; for a plot of static
fatigue data such as in Figure 1-3, the larger the value of N, the steeper the slope, and the smaller the
change in failure stress with time. For example, when N=15, a fiber would fail in 40 years at its l-second
failure stress (the x-intercept in a plot such as Figure 1-2 ). When N=20, this rises to 0.34 times this value
and at N=30, it rises to 0.5 times this value. This means that the design stress for the lifetime of the
application can be much closer to the strength of the fiber as measured by the Weibull plot when N is
higher.

A fiber with a very high tensile strength and a high fatigue parameter will be able to handle quite
stringent mechanical requirements. The change in these values with handling, temperature, or aging are
equally important ip providing a safe, reliable fiber. HCS fibers, whose silica surfaces have been
passivated, show little or no adverse effects from exposure to moisture even at moderate stresses and
exposure times. At elevated temperatures the N values are somewhat higher than ambient, although the
failure strength level is slightly lower.

1.9 Radiation Hard Fiber-Optic Cable Performance

The transmission performance in a Co-60 radiation environment of a polymer clad/pure silica core
fiber has been evaluated near both the 850 and 1300 nm telecommunication windows, and at +22°C and

12
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-55°C. The evaluation included an in situ measurement of a radiation-induced loss of up to 10 krad and a
fading of this loss of up to 105 seconds after cessation of exposure. It is found that at room temperature
superior radiation resistance is afforded near 850 nm. However, in spite of larger intrinsic losses, it was
found that at -55°C, lower total attenuation, during irradiation and up to several hundred seconds after
exposure, is available at the longer-wavelength window. Furthermore, as average transmitted power
increases, the doses during irradiation increase and the times during recovery decrease for this period of
superior performance. These results suggest the longer wavelength may be better suited for shorter
transmission links intolerant of momentary interruptions.

Some early, multimode optical fibers, with cores fabricated from low-OH-content silica preforms,
demonstrated higher radiation-induced transmission losses near 85 nm than those fabricated from
OH-containing silicas. However, more recent work has demonstrated counterexamples, with an
approximate dependence of the radiation-induced loss upon the square root of the drawing-induced
band near 630 nm. Fibers with a weak 630-nm band will have less radiation-induced loss near 850 nm,

and, since the induced-loss spectrum of pure silica fibers decreases with wavelength, these fibers are
expected to have less induced loss at 1300 nm. However, for many military, aerospace, and other
applications in harsh environments where ionizing radiation and low temperatures may be encountered,
the total link attenuation, intrinsic plus radiation-induced, is of primary concern. Here, it is not clear
whether the added intrinsic loss due to the presence of the first OH overtone band at 1380 nm, caused by

the few ppm OH present, would compensate for reduced radiation sensitivity at 1300 nm.

1.9.1 Experimental Procedure

The sample used in testing was a fiber with a 200-micron core of pure silica clad with a 12-micron
thick fluoropolymer, enclosed with a 500-micron diameter extruded teflon buffer. Silica soot for the
core material was deposited in an Ar plasma, and in order to lower the OH content before consolidation,
soot blanks were treated with chlorine compounds. Consequently, the concentration of C1 has been
confirmed to be about 7000 ppm. On the other hand, intrinsic loss measurements discussed below
suggest 3 to 5 ppm OH.

Samples were irradiated in a J. L. Shepherd and Associates Model 81-22 lrradiator, fitted with a
Model 484 Radiation Tunnel and presently supplied with 6.8 kci of Co-60. The total dose in all cases was
10 krad (SiO2), and the dose rate was 1300 rad/min. Separate and previously unexposed samples were
used for each irradiation. Samples were loosely wrapped on a 3.50-inch (8.89-cm) diameter aluminum
spool. The spool was cooled with chilled dry nitrogen gas. The temperature was monitored with a
thermocouple taped to the outer fiber layer. Temperature and optical signal stability was etablished for
1 to 2 hours prior to commencement of irradiation. Fifty-meter sample lengths were exposed for 865-nm
measurements and 100-meter lengths used at 1300 nm. Temperature- and current-stabilized light-

emitting diodes were used as light sources; the wavelength of the shorter wavelength device was
centered closer to 865 nm. A portion of this output (taken from one output of a fiber optic, multimode,
I x 2 splitter) was monitored; this served to normalize source-related intensity fluctuations.

These sources were current-modulated to provide a 2-kHz square wave with a 50% duty cycle. Power
exiting the test fiber, measured with a commercial fiber-optic power meter, is given as average power.
Other experimental details may be found elsewhere.

Intrinsic loss spectra were taken by the cut-back method from 600 to 1600 nm with a commercial
optical spectrum analyzer and from 300 to 900 nm with an in-house spectrophotometer adapted for this
use. Spectral resolution with both instruments was 0.5 nm. Fiber lengths ranged from 58 to 863 meters.

1.9.2 Results

In order to determine the loss before irradiation near both 850 nm and 13(X)nm, the intrinsic loss

of the fiber was measured. Figure 1-4 shows this loss from 350 nm to 1600 nm. A minimum of about

4 dB/km appears at 850 nm. The second window near 1300 nm has an approximate loss of 25 dB/km.
These will be used later to calculate the total loss experienced in a radiation environment. The drawing-
induced band near 630 nm, present in some low-OH silica fibers, is here conspicuously absent. The
bands near 720, 945, and 1380 nm are the fourth, third and second OH stretch overtones, respectively;
from their intensity, 3 to 5 ppm OH is determined. The bands near 905, 1020, 1185, and the broadened

long wavelength tail of the 1380-nm OH band extending from about 1440 to 15(X)nm are normally not
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Fig. 1-4. Intrinsic loss in a fluoropolymer clad/
low-OH, pure silica core fiber.

associated with overtones of OH stretching or combinations of OH stretch with the fundamental SiO4
tetrahedron vibration near 12.5 ram. These bands have not been observed in all-glass waveguides. As
they have been observed, indeed with very similar proportions, in other polymer-clad, low-OH silica
fibers whose core material has been fabricated somewhat differently and processed under different
conditions, they likely are associated with C-H stretching vibrations of the cladding material.

1.9.3 Radiation-induced Loss

Radiation-induced loss, as a function of dose, at room temperature and -55°C for 1.0 mW at both
865 nm and 1300 nm is shown in Figure 1-5. The salient features include: (1) the onset of loss saturation
between 1 and 3 krad; (2) a large-loss dynamic range extending from 2 dB/km to 110 riB/kin depending
upon temperature and wavelength; (3) a larger increase in loss between 22°C and -55°C at 1300 nm than
at 865 nm; and, (4) the attenuation at 1300 nm showing proportionally more recovery (15%)after
saturation during irradiation than the loss at 865 nm (6%).The fiber does demonstrate an increased
response to radiation at low temperature, and this response is different for different wa_relengths
and can be dose dependent. For example, at 10 krad, and at 865 nm, the induced-loss increases from
15 to 105 dB/km when the temperature drops from 22 to -55°C, a seven-fold increase; at 1300 nm, the
increase is from 2 to 43 dB/km, a 21-fold increase. Similarly, at 3 krad again, a 7-fold increase is observed
at 865 nm, while a 25-fold increase is observed at 1300 nm.

Figure 1-5 shows the fading of radiation-induced loss after exposure to 10 krads, again at both
wavelengths and temperatures. The curves"drawr_ through the data points here serve only to guide the
eye. One characteristic feature of the low-temperature recovery is the wavelength-dependent shape.
Attenuation at the shorter wavelength late in the recovery, after a few hundred seconds, progresses
proportionately slower than at the longer wavelength.
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As an example of the implications of Figure 1-5 for the system designer, after 10 krads of exposure,
the induced loss never exceeds 45 dB/km at 1300 nm, while at 865 nm, 70 seconds is required for the
induced loss to fade to 50 dB/km. Such an induced loss is typical of loss budgets (,=5dB) assigned to
radiation effects for the fiber transmission portion (<100 meters for most airborne platforms) of a
photonic data/communication system operational in harsh environments. Therefore, operation near
1300 nm appears to afford greater radiation resistance at low temperature.

However, what is more meaningful to the photonic system designer is total link lossmthe sum of
intrinsic and radiation-induced losses. This is shown in Figure 1-6 as a function of dose for both
wavelengths and temperatures. At room temperature, it is clear that operation near 850 nm always
affords lower total loss, at least up to this dose and dose rate. However, this is not always true at low
temperature. With 1.0 roW, lower total loss is found near the shorter wavelength up to about 430 rads,
above which lower loss is available at the longer wavelength. Furthermore, because the radiation-induced
attenuation decreases with a power increase (proportionately more for the short wavelength than for the
longer wavelength, at least in this power density region), 7 this dose crossover value, from short to long
preferred wavelength, increases with optical power. For example, transmitting with 10 mW power
increases this dose crossover to about 1200 rads.

The total loss picture during recovery is shown in Figure 1-7. Here, operation at low temperature
near 1300 nm is preferred for about 600 seconds during recovery. For longer times, lower total loss is
available at the shorter wavelength. Again, because of proportionately faster recovery with increased
power at the shorter wavelengths, this crossover recovery time is a function of optical power, decreasing
to about 200 seconds at 10 roW, while increasing to 1600 seconds at 0.1 mW.

Therefore, the two wavelengths may find application in two classes of fiber-optic communications
systems for harsh environments. The longer wavelength is preferred at lower temperatures for shorter
length transmissions where data interruptions cannot be tolerated, while the shorter wavelength may be
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more applicable to transmission over longer paths where short interruptions are not catastrophic and for
links that operate near room temperature.

In Figure 1-8, the different low-temperature attenuation versus dose behavior exhibited at the two
wavelengths suggests the presence of somewhat different defect production and annihilation dynamics.
For example, at -55°C with a 22 rad/s dose rate, there is more recovery from 3 to 10 krad at 1300 nm
(15%) than at 865 nm (about 6%).This observation supports a similar notion concluded elsewhere based
upon the different photobleaching characteristics at the two wavelengths. 8

1.10 Fiber-Optic Links

The Hewlett Packard (HP) HFBR-1414 and the HFBR-2416 fiber-optic links have been tested from up
to 300 krads with no significant drop in performance. The HFBR-2406 and HFBR-2416 are high-speed
low-cost linear light-to-voltage converters with typical bandwidths of 125 MHz. This bandwidth more
than adequately meets the 200-Hz requirements documented in a draft version of the Tank Waste
Retrieval System technical specification. These components can be used to make fiber-optic links for both
analog and digital applications.

The addition of the HFBR-24X6 receiver to the low cost 0400 component family opens new avenues
for designers. The wide bandwidth of the HFBR-24X6 allows high-speed fiber-optic links to be built at
lower prices than was formerly possible. The wide bandwidth of the linear light-to-voltage converter can
be r_,_uced by a low-pass filter to improve the sensitivity of the fiber-optic receiver lower-speed
applications, The HFBR-24X6 accommodates a larger optical signal than other HFBR-O4(X)fiber-optic
receivers before it begins to overload. This improvement in the overload charactenstics of the 24X6
was achieved with no significant reduction. In the ultimate sensitivity when compared to the existing
HFBR-24X4 receiver. The increased optical input power tolerated by the HFBR-24X6 allows it to function
at short fiber lengths with large values of launched optical power. When the receiver can tolerate higher
optical power, a longer cable is possible before attenuation reduces tt_elight to the _nsitivity limit of the
receiver. The increased dynamic range of the HFBR-24X6 will thus permit greater optical link length for
any given fiber attenuation.
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The 820-nm LED technology used in the HFBR-0400 family of components can be used in conjunction
with the HFBR-24X6 receiver to construct digital fiber-optic links that transmit data at speeds up to
150 MBd. The length of the fiber-light guide that can be used with the HFBR-24X6 is restricted by the
receiver sensitivity at low data rates. As the data rate is increased, a phenomenon known as chromatic
dispersion begins to limit the maximum distance. This distance restriction results from the interaction
of the 60 nm-wide spectrum emitted by the LED and the various velocities of light at wavelengths near
820 nm in silica. Since the velocities of light at various wavelengths near 820 nm are different, the optical
pulses sent by the LED are dispersed or spread out in time as they travel down the light guide. A
chromatic dispersion null exists at a wavelength of 1300 nm in silica glass. Ifan LED were operated at the
chromatic dispersion null, the pulses would experience minimum broadening as they travel through the
fiber. This is due to the nearly equal propagation velocity for all the wavelengths transmitted through the

I silica light guide by the long-wavelength emitter. As Figure !-4 illustrated the effect of the LED center
wavelengths and spectral width on the chromatic dispersion. An 820-nm LED with a 60-nm emission
spectrum is shown to produce a larger change in the arrival time of the light pulses than a 13(X)-nmLED
with a 100-nm spectral width.

1.10.1 EMI Issues

It is important to note that the optical fibers themselves are immune to EMI and it is only the
associated electronics that are potentially susceptible. The potential problems caused by EMI for
electronics exposed to the radiation fields can be mitigated if additional attention is paid to minimizing
crosstalk between the transmitter that is switching hundreds of milliamps, and the receiver, whose
optical detector will have photocurrents as small as hundreds of nanoamps. Individual ground planes are
recommended for the transmitter and the receiver if they are to be laid out next to one another as is
typically done in transceivers. The receiver designs shown in Figures 1-9, 1-10 and 1-11 use a balanced
power supply filter that eliminates noise conducted by both the power and common sides of the voltage
source used to power the circuit. This filter should be located between the two power-bus and ground
planes of the transceiver to keep transmitter noise out of the receiver. The voltage source used to power
the optical transceiver should be connected to the transmitter side of this filter since this half of the circuit
is much less sensitive to power supply noise.
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Another factor that could degrade the performance of a fiber-optic receiver is environmental noise.
The HFBR-2406 combines the PIN diode optical detector and the current-to-voltage converter in a small
hybrid package. This minimizes the antenna lengths of the HFBR-2406/2416 at the high-impedance input
of the transimpedance amplifier that converts the photocurrent to a voltage. This small geometry allows
the light-to-voltage converter to have a high electromagnetic interference immunity in excess of 10 V/m.
Caution must be exercised, however, to ensure that the metal ferrule of the fiber-optic con._ector does not
act as an EMIsource by contacting electrically noisy parts of the system into which it is integrated. If the
system in which the fiber-optic link is used is extremely noisy it is recommended that a spring contact be
used to ground the metal connector as shown in Figure 1-12. Another method that reduces the effects of
EMI picked up by the fiber-optic connector is to use a connector with a nonconductive plastic or ceramic
ferrule. In some extremely noisy applications, the fiber-optic components were enclosed in a metal box to
eliminate noise coupled into the receiver from adjacent parts of the system into which they were
designed. Systems that require metal shielding have proved to be unusual. Thus, in the majority of
applications the inherent noise immunity of the components, combined with the shielding provided by
the receiver ground plane, have provided sufficient noise immunity.

1.10.2 Radiation Hardness

These fiber-optic components have been radiation tested with no significant change in the
performance of HFBR-1414 and HFBR-2416 after exposure to a total dose of 300 krads. The radiation was
provided by a 6-megavolt gamma-ray source with a dose rate between 400 to 600 rad/min.

Testing was done by measuring the fiber-optic link's probability of error against the clock position at
a symbol rate of 100 MBd. A symbol rate of 100 MBd implies that the system can send 80 Mbits/s if the
AMD TAXlchip's 4B5B encoder is used. A symbol rate of 100 MBd also implies that each symbol sent
through the fiber-optic link will have a lO-ns duration.

Three fiber-optic transceivers were tested prior to radiation exposure to determine initial
performance. The same three transceivers were subsequently tested at progressively higher total dose
levels of up to 200 krads. Two of the transceivers (#1 and #2) were tested to 300 krads, with no
discernible change in performance. A pseudo random serial-bit stream was used to measure the

5.0,0993.F. I 9 pub

Fig. 1-12. ECL output of the transceiver shown in Figure 1-10 and 1-13. Data rate--155 MBd; data
patternm223-1 PRBS; fiber type--Siecor 62.5/125 _m; fiber length--500 m; typical peak-to-peak
jitter = 760 ps; time scale is 2 ns/DIV.
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performance of the three transceivers and a bit-error-rate tester was used to determine if the data at the
receiver's output matched the data applied to the transmitter. BERis 1 x 10-t° for 6 ns of every 10-ns
symbol in the pseudorandom test pattern used to measure the performance of the transceivers.

These results suggest that less than I error in 1010bits will occur if the AMD TAXlchip samples the
data over a 6-as time window. The probability of error will actually be much lower when using the
TAXlchip because the timing recovery circuit (PLL) in the AM-7969 typically clocks the received serial
data in a window that is ±1 ns from the center of each lO-ns symbol.

Another important discovery made during these tests was that the HFBR-1414 LED light output
remained constant as total dose was increased to 300 k rads. Table 1-8 shows the optical l,x_werlaunched
into a I m length of 62.5/125 mm fiber-optic cable at various total dose levels between 0 and 300 krads.

All test results were measured using the transmitter and receiver shown in Figure 1-10,and in 1.13.9
For radiation-hardened applications, it is recommended that the 74F3037 be substituted for the

74AC_ quad hand gate recommended in Figure 1-13, from the revised version of AB-78. The
74AC_ is a CMOS gate with a TI'L threshold. The 74F3037 is an NPN Bl-polar gate which will
provide the same function as the 74ACTQ00 but with better radiation immunit3,.

1.11 Fiber-Optic Connections

The difficulty of maintaining fiber-optic connections remotely has been addressed by new FDD!
connectors. These connectors are as easy to use as standard electrical outlets that plug in and pull out.

1.12 Commercial Robotic Systems

There are several robot manufacturers that employ fiber optics as the data link for robot control. One
company that uses fiber optics for robot control is PAR Systems, in Shoreview, Minnesota. Its CimCorp
robot has a robot controller that utilizes a fiber-optic data link to interconnect the robot control computers
with the robot interface and power electronics, allowing the control console to be located hundreds of feet
from the robot.

The fiber-optic link is a master/slave arrangement, with the master-link controller initiating all
communications. The master-link controller electronics are located on the robot-controller digital signal
processor (DSP) board, which is a PC-AT (ISA bus) style board performing the robot-serve control tasks.
The slave-link controller electronics are located on a PC-AT style board that resides on a passive
backplane in the remote robot interface cabinet. The slave-link controller acts as a bus master, corttrolling
the other I/O cards mounted in the remote cabinet.

When the robot controller DSP board needs to read data from or write data to the remote robot

interface cards, it initiates communication by loading a 32-bit command word in the input registers of the
master-link controller. The command word consists of a control bit that indicates (1) whether the
command is a data read or a data write, (2) the desired 1/O address, and (3) the data to be sent (in the
case of a data write). The master then sends the 32-bit command word to the slave unit. The slave unit,
upon receiving the command word, performs the desired I/O read or write cycle to the remote bus. If

Table 1-8. Optical power launched into I m of 62.5/125 I.tmcable at If = 60 mA.
J,ll,,

PT @ PT @ PT @ PT @ PT @ PT @
50 krads 50 krads 100 krads 150 krads 250 krads 300 krads

LED Ser. # (dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (dBm)
--- , , ,,,,,, _...... ,,J,,/ _____ _

1 -17.1 -16.8 -17.1 -17.2 -16.9 -17.3

2 -15.5 -15.5 -15.5 -15.3 -15.2 -15.7

3 -15.2 NA -15,4 -15.4 -15,6 NA
_ ,,,,,, ___ -,.,,, _ ,, , J ,.,, __ ,m,, J ,.,_.
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the slave received a data read command, the 16-bit data read from the robot I/O card is transmitted to the

master-link controller. Upon receiving the data, the master-link controller places the data in output
registers and sets a flag to notify the DSP that the requested data is available.

The master- and slave- link controllers use Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) TAXlchip integrated
circuits, the AM 7968 TAXIchip transmitter and the AM7969 TAXlchip receiver, to encode and decode the

data passed over the fiber-optic link. These components utilize an 8-bit parallel interface and operate at
4-12.5 Mbytes/s. Hewlett-Packard (HP) 820-nm low-cost fiber-optic components (the HFBR-1414 LED
fiber-optic transmitter and the HBFR-2416 fiber-optic receiver) perform the conversion between the
electrical signals used by the TAXIchip integrated circuits and the optical signals transmitted over the

data link. Standard commercial duplex 632.5/125 mm muitimode fiber-optic cables are used to carry the
optical signals.

1.13 Conclusions

The state of the art in wireless and hardened minimum conductor technologies has been presented. It
is clear that advanced microwave communication systems have been well characterized by ORNL; and it
is also clear that commercially available hardened fiber-optic technology that can meet the potential harsh
in-tank environmental conditions does exist.

The main advantage of a microwave transmission system is that it is truly wireless; however,
potentially bulky signal-transporter links must be set up in the tank in close proximity to the robots being
controlled. A summary of the ORNL results points to the following conclusions. First, the muitipath
reflections in a fully metal-lined cell can cause significant problems, and special circuits and techniques
are neccesary to overcome the effects of the electromagnetic reverberation (echo) present in the cell.
Fortunately, the use of higher frequencies for the RF transmission tends to mitigate the multipath effects.
Specific results were as follows.

1. The W-band (88/94-Ghz) configuration was significantly more effective at maintaining video and
digital quality data than the more conventional K-band (10/12-GHz)configuration.

2. The greater the antenna directivity (i.e., the tighter the signal beam), the better the immunity to
fading and other multipath-induced effects. At 88/94-G-Hz, the 0.3-m-diameter dish antennae
outperformed the 0.15-m dishes.

3. The lower the modulating signal bandwidth, the greater its immunity to multipath in the FM
system context. The advanced MPST form of digital modulation is far more stable and reliable than the
biphase format, because it required only half the bandwidth of the latter method.

4. High-density, multichannel, bidirectional communications for the reprocessing cell environment is
realizable via microwave transmission systems. Large bandwidths, suitable for high-definition television
cell viewing systems and/or high-speed data communications, are readily achievable with little
additional circuit complexity. 45

The mechanical reliability of optical fibers has been a research topic for many years. Recently, as users
outside the telecommunications field began trying optical fibers in their applications, the need for strong,
fatigue-resistant, environmentally stable fibers has become an increasing necessity.

The more stringent environments of many industrial applications, as well as the requirements of fail-
safe operations, are causing increased concern about the mechanical reliability as well as optical reliability
of optical fiber systems. This is especially true because of the iatter's great desirability due to higher
bandwidths, EMP invulnerability, radar invisibility, more secure signal transmission, and light weight.
Fiber producers have been working to establish and improve reliability through applying protective
coatings on the fibers, be they passivating, hermetically sealed, or with very low permeability.

In conclusion, the wavelength that allows for the best performance in a fiber link in a harsh
environment depends upon temperature, dose, and optical power, in addition to system tolerance for
data interruption. For the Ensign-Bickford radiation-hardened fiber, the multimode fiber discussed here,

lower total loss at room temperature is attained near 850 nm, when operating at l mW, and in exposures
of up to 10 krad at dose rates of up to 22 rad/s. However, at -55°C, lower total loss is available at

1300 nm for exposures above a few hundred rads and for recovery times up to a few hundred seconds
after a 10-krad exposure.
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2.0 End-Point Tracking Technology Survey

Requirements exist in the technical specification draft document for the Tank Waste Retrieval Test
Manipulator System that dictate end-point tracking performance for the LRM.3 These requirements are
specified in Section 4.5.1.5 of the document, entitled, Tracking PerformanceUsing End Effector Sensors. It
states: "The capability of trajectory tracking using end-effector sensors shall be provided. Using end-
effector mounted proximity sensing and feedback, trajectory tracking error shall be less than 0.5 inches
for constant speed tracking and shall be 0.5 to 4.0 inches during acceleration of the commanded
trajectory."

2.1 Technology

Currently there are several techniques used for end-point tracking. They will be presented and
evaluated based on their robustness and their readiness to be deployed in a test-bed system. The position
of the end effector of current robots is determined by computing that position from joint information.
This has several serious problems. First, the robot structure must be very rigid because any flexing or
bending of the arms causes errors in the robot controller's ability to locate the end effector. This
requirement for rigidity increases the cost and weight of the robot, and limits the payload. A second
problem is that, even with precision encoders and stiff members, the accuracy of large robots is very poor.
In a robot with a reach of 2 m, carrying a variety of loads, an absolute accuracy of 1-2 mm is typical. This
makes most large robots unacceptable for tasks requiring precise knowledge of the position of the end
effector. As the demand for better accuracy performance grows, so grows the need for innovative systems
and methodologies that can provide accurate information about the position of robot end effectors. The
basic problem that needs to be solved is that of locating a point in three-dimensional space. Several
approaches are being used, including: stereo-triangulation with a theodolite network and electrocamera
system, photogrammetry, and multiple-length measurement with laser interferometry and wires. These
approaches all suffer because either (1) they are more complex and costly than is feasible to consider as an
integral part of a robotic system, or (2) they are too slow to operate in real-time.

2.1.1 Laser Tracking 1°

The National Bureau of Standards (NIST) in 1985 performed tests that specified a laser tracking
system that can be used in real-time to determine the three-dimensional static and dynamic positioning
accuracy of a robot end effector to a few parts in 100,000 (i.e., 12.5-50 mm for a medium- to large-size
robot), and wrist orientatio1_ to within 2 seconds of arc. Both systems are simple and compact enough to
be considered as a general-purpose portable calibrating tool for robots (or CNC machines), or as an
integral part of a robotic system providing real-time position feedback of the end effector independent of
the position and angle feedback of joint members. The ability to dynamically and statically measure the
position of an end effector to the above accuracy has significant ramifications with regard to both
meaningful robot performance measurements and to the potential of these systems in other industrial
and engineering applications. NIST has developed two automatic single-beam laser tracking
interferometer systems (LTIS). Preliminary tests indicate that both tracking systems are capable of
determining the end-effector position (in either point-to-point or continuous-path mode) to about one
part in 100,000 (i.e., 12.5 mm for a robot with 2 m of reach), which is about 100 times better than an
industrial robot.

5-D LTIS. The automatic five-dimensional laser tracking interferometer system (5-D LTIS)is a
dynamic tracking system designed to measure the position of a moving target in five axes; namely, x, y, z,
plus pitch and roll. Figure 2-1 illustrates a 5-D LTISwhich comprises three major components: a
microcomputer, a portable tracking unit, and a target unit. The tracking unit, which includes a laser
interferometer system, a dual-axis servo-controlled tracking mirror, and tripod, is firmly located at some
convenient position away from the robot. The target unit, which consists of a dual-axis servo-controlled
partial mirror (15% transmission), two bilateral-effect photodiodes (installed at the back of the mirror)
mounted on the robot wrist, and a tripod, is firmly located at some convenient position away from the
robot. The control objective of the laser tracking system is to accurately servo the angles of the tracking
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Fig. 2-1. 5..D laser tracking interferometer system (5-D LTIS).

mirror and direct the laser beam to the center of the target mirror, in the meantime, the target mirror is
also servoed to stay perpendicular to the incoming beam and return the beam precisely to the source.
The laser system, therefore, measures the change in radial displacement between the target mirror and
the tracking mirror. An initial absolute distance calibration process is required in order to obtain the
absolute position of the target from the tracking mirror. The two photodiodes at the back of the target
mirror are used to supply information about the beam position on the photodiodes to the microcomputer
through four A/D converters to close the serve-loop.

The measuring origin of the system is point A, which is defined by the intersection of the vertical (0A)
and horizontal ($A) axes of the tracking mirror. Similarly, the measuring point is B, which is defined by
the intersection of the vertical (0B) and horizontal ($B) axes of the target mirror. Each rotating axis is
coupled with a high-precision encoder. Hence, by incorporating the angle outputs of 0A and $A, and the
absolute distance between points A and B, the X, Y and Z positions of the target mirror (and the position
of the robotic end effector) can be computed in spherical coordinates. Since the target mirror stays
perpendicular to the incoming beam during the tracking process, the pitch and roll orientations of the
target mirror, relative to the measuring origin, can be readily related to the measurements of 0B and $B
angles.

3-D LTIS Concept. The 5-D LTIShas basically been proven as an advanced, flexible, and accurate
multidegree-of-freedom measuring system, which has the potential of offering a variety of application
opportunities. However, it is also recognized that there are applications where measurements of the X, Y,
and Z positions of the target are considered adequate, in these cases, the 3-D LTIS, which employs a
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passive target (i.e., a "cat's eye" or a "corner reflector," generally referred to as a retroreflector in this text)
instead of a servoed target, becomes more economical and practical. The property of a retrorefiector is
thatfora collimatedbeam strikingtheretroreflectoroff-center(Figure2-2),itwillemergeparalleltothe
incomingbeam withtwicetheamountoflateraloffset.Thus,fora beam strikingthecenterofaprecision
retroreflector,itwillbe returnedtothesourceliterallyon thesame path.

3-DLTISTheoqlofOperation.Unlikethe5-Dsystcm,whichutilizesa "pseudo-single-beamplane
mirrorinterferometer"fordistancemeasurements,the3-Dsystem,shown inFigure2-3,employsa "dual-
frequenciessingle-beaminterferometer."Two orthogonallypolarizedbeams (referredtoasthereference
and measuringbeams)atnarrowlyspacedfrequenciesareprovidedby thelaser.The referencebeam is
immediatelyreflectedoffthepolarizingbeamsplitteroftheinterferometerand returnedtothefringe
counter.Themeasuringbeam passesthroughtheinterferometerand a 50% beamsplitter,wherehalfof
itsintensityislost.Itisthendirectedtothecenterofthepassivetarget(i.e.,retroreflector)throughthe
dual-axisservoedtrackingmirror.Thebeam isthenreturned(withoutoffset)tothetrackingmirrorand
theinterferometer,and entersintothefringecounterwhereitisopticallycombinedwiththereference
beam. On itsreturnpathtothefringecounter,halfofitsintensity(25%oftheoriginal)isdeflectedtothe
bilateral-effectphotodiodeDA bythebeamsplitter.Themagnitudeofthebilateraloffsetofthebeam
fromthecentroidofDA isindicatedby theX and Y voltageoutputsoftheDA. The informationisfedto
themicrocomputer,whichdeterminesand issuestheappropriateservo.-commandstothetrackingmirror
tonulltheDA outputs.

Return beam

L_
Incoming beam -_

Retroreflector Offset

Beam striking the retroreflector off.center

i

Retroreflactor

Beam striking the retroreflector off-center

00_3 3,4tgput)

Fig, 2-2, Properties of a retroflector,
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Fill. 2-3. ConfiRuratlonof a 3-I) LTIS,

Prior to the tracklnK proce_, the DA outpui_ are hulledbyalil4ntnl_the n_,a_urmi;Ix,amwtlh tht,
opticalcenter(_tthe _,tr(_ret'lect(_r,The rL,_idu_l(_utputsare fed inl(! the_.'(m_puk,r thnmlAhIw;_A/D
convertermandsl()red a_the¢_mtrolreference_,A__x)n d_ the htr_elisdriven _id_,w_y_,_ laterdl ¢lff_t
betweenthe inc(_minRand the rL,lurninl_beami_ imn'..,dialetyintroducedand sensedby lhe ph(_t(_tk_.Je,
The inf()rmatt()ni_ fed t() the¢ompulL,r Ior proce_tnR; the¢Lm_pUlL,r thendelvmlinu._and i_Nue_tl_,
appropriate "errt_r-_:(_rrectlnl;",_ervo_.omm,md_l.r the OA _.d eA ,I,_e,t_fthe ir,t_'kiltR mirror ()It the
other hand, if the tarKulmlrr_r _ to m_w_,ahml_the,mva_uri._ ,_i_ _f the Ix,am, n;__di_t,Ii_oh_t,rvt_l hy
the DA ,rodno con!rid acl.._ wdl i_, 0.q)l_,m_,.h,d, t lowers,r, the I,_er _y_l_,mwdl ,_mlmm, I;_UlXt,_k,
thechan_e in radial di_pl,__,m_,.t.t Ih_,h_rgH

2.1,2 Ult]ruonl¢ TrackinR_

At the Untver_!ly (_ffih_,ffit,ld, IJK, ultr,_mi_' tx.,ilicm n_.,aNur_,m_,.I_nd tr,_('kinl4_y_ivm__w, Ix,an
develolx.d thai U_ea _park_aI" h_cat_,d,it iht, |x_inl¢)1tntt,rv_l _nd th,ll lime ih0,,ir_nsll_i_._i(.t¢_1t,nerl4y
from tht&poinl t(_threet_rlh(_g(mallypI,t_'edm_'n_ph_mt,_In lhi_ _,y_tem,ultr,t_onlc rv_'viv¢,__rt,
mounted (m therob_)t,_ndrot,_h.,dby a motor dnw,, M_0_ur_,ment(_fthepha_edith,ren,'v_l_,twvvn the,
,tRnal receiw,d yield_ lha:,r,m_, ,rod |_,,_n._(,f th(, tran_mith,r, t!(:w_,w,r,m_,a_uren_,.tern_r_,(:f _()mm
were relx_rted,_nd_inn,¢(:n_Fmt,H.)ni|m_,_(:1_)0m_ Ix'r n_a_uremt,nl_ were requlr_,d,_ucha _y_t¢,nt
w()uld Ix, unable1¢)_=ti_fycurr¢,nlrL,qulr¢,m_.,nt_,Ullra_¢)nk"rn_,a_.remenl.y_lt,m_arc,¢'l¢,ar!y_ltr_'tivv
in term_of th¢,irrr,h=tiv¢,_impl.*ity and h_wc(_._l,tl(_w¢,v¢,r,prev.,u_ w.rk h,t_htiled t,_pnwidv a __y,l¢.m
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of sufficientaccuracy,and thecurrentprol_ramof work at Sheffieldwas embarkedUl_m to ,_arch for an
adequatesystem.

Development of Measurement System, Theuseof singleultrasonicelementsin the transmitterand
three ultrasonicreceivers,as indicatedby Figure2-1,only gives a very limited positionmeasurement
capability.Thedirectivityofultrasonicenergyemissionmeans thatsignalsareonlydetectedwhen the
endeffectoriswithina smallsubsetofitspos._iblerangeelorientationsand when num.,ofthethre_paths
betweentheultrasonicsourceandreceiversareobstructedby th¢,rob_tarm.The leastharmfulefft_tof
obstructioninoneormoreelthesepathsistheabsenceofa measurementsignalforthepath(s)alk,_:ted.
However,thereceiverassociatedwithanobstructedpathmay in_)me circumst_Inc(_rt_'eivea signalby
reflectionand generateanentirelyincorrectpathmeasurement.

Thecharacteristicsofvarioustyl:x,sofultra_micelementsareshown inTable2-i Ultra.,_micenergy
isemitteda_a slnusoldalwavcform,and theaccuracyofmeasurementofeachdistanced=isgovemLslby
thedistancebetweensuccessivepcak_inthewaveform(i.e.,_f=dependson thenominalfrequencyofthe
emitter).Thissuggeststhathighfrequencyelementsshouldbeused.However,asshown inTable2-I,
theangleofspreadand effectiverangeoftheemittedenergywave bothd_reaserapidlyastht,nominal
resonantfrc-.quencvisincrea.,_,d.Becauseofthis,40-kHzelementswereu_ed,asth(,rangeand angleof
_preadofhigherfrequencyunitsisinadequate,

A.qmentionedearlier,a _ingleultrasonic transmittingelementLmlyem|ts energywithin a limited
conicalvolume.Inorderto providt,a m(,asurementcapabilityoverthewholerol_tworkingvolume,for
the endeff_tor in any orientation,a transmittercornl_sed of llve ultrason|celem¢,ntsin_,rted in flve
_idesof a small aluminum cub_,was designed U_ing40-kHz element_with ,1_S(Y_pr¢,adgiw._,a
sphericalvolume of emitted energyapart from small 'deadz_me_'closeto the transmitter, whiche_tend
up to I00 mm from thecenterof thetransmitler it is |x_ible to reducetht. s|zeof theft,dead zone_by
increasingthenumberof ultrasonicelement_in the transmitter toawommodatt, the e_traeli,menlo,but
thee_tra pmblem_ that thisgcnt,ratt,s w=llrarely b_ lU_tifit_t,

In order to solve the problemof obstruct¢.dSll_nalpaths,tht, numtx,r of ultra_onw r¢_(.|vrr_ ha_ttt_t, It

e_pandttdto eight, |_s|tiont, d at tht' corn¢,r_,of ,_4-m=_kh,dcubt¢VOIUltlt' _urroitndln R tht, ro|_t. ,1_
_hown in Figure 2.3 °['hi_.toi_eth¢,rwith tht,tlvt,_._,l¢,ntenttran,,tnitk,r. gu,lrant(,t,,,at It,a_tthrt,¢,energy
path measuremenl_Ior any l_tStt.m of tht.rt_b_=tarm, providing that tit(,worktnt4vtd.me Isolht,rwt_,
unob_tructL_ Where obstruct.ms, othcr than the rob_t it_t,ll. t,'_i,_ltll Iht,w¢_rk,v,dUll_¢,,the,_y_temis
usually abh.,to prov_dt,thrcs,valid cn¢'rRypath mea_urt,ments

SystemHMdware. The,111,l_llllUrn ,_,llltt_llng r_ttt' of the* t_t_ltlon tr,lcktlt R _v',ttqn i_ govt0rnt_t by the'
transntls_ions|x,t_lof ultrasonic"t'nt'rl_ythroui_h,=tramt the It,ttl4tho! tht,path h,r ,t _ _t.nttr_m_missmn
path (the diagonal acro_ a 4.il_hJt, d _ilbl¢' worklll R volunt¢,l ,111¢tavt, lo¢_ltV=,1Nil 17 rot, tat 2if'C). the
transmission lim_'i_ Ih.hn'_

The ultrasonictransmittL,r tsc_cttL,d t_ya 4[).kllz o_'lllator t4_t_twith ,t train el pul_e_relx,atm_ at
rate of 64)Hz and _ynchrontzcd_uchIh_lttht, h|gh-lrequem'yo_'ilh_tor t_,llw_y_ gat_J on a portlier*

n_lnRedge Thi_,prov|d_,_bur_t_,of ultra_mic _,m,rl4yevt,ry thh m_. Tht_allow_ for ,_Ihh.m_ energy
transmissiontimeand c,ll(_r_for transmission palh,_ th_tlcan |_' accommodal(_|by I,_dllng the 4(I,.kltl
o_'|llator at a _lowt,r r¢ltt,,althoughth=,,obvl(m_lvdL,gradt,qthe,d_it,tr.it¢,,md Ira¢=klnl_accuracy

Table 3,1, Ch_acterl_tlc_ of ultr_onl¢ elementt,

Nominal Angle t)etectable
frequency spread range Re_olution

kH= (deA| Ira) Imm)

3;3 I_0 0,2_b 14,9

40 I|X} 0,2_.4 B.I_

4_ ? O,Ob_,O,3 O,q
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The output of the ultrasonicelement in each r,._'eivercircuit i_ connectedto amplification stagesanda
further statewhich rectifiesand smcK_thesthe signal. The final circuit element is a comparator,for which
a signaloutput levelgreater than 1.5volt, defines the receptionof the ultra_nie enL.rRyburst emitted by
the transmitter.

Transmissiontimes of theenergy alon_ the path, _tw_n theemitter and receiversare mea_ur_ by
a set of etl_ht12-bitcounters. Measurement isachievedby incrementtnRthe counter_by pul_._ dertv¢_
from a separate340-kHz clock_tween the instantsof cherry emt,ston and detection. Count-startsare
synchronizedwith the gating of each40-kHz burst of energy emis,tcmand eachc,)unter t._stopped when
Itsanoclatod ultramntc r_lver fir, t det_ts enerl_y.The input _O-Hz oscillation, to thecounters give
a path transmtnton time mea,urement resolutionof |mm. The hardwareis summarized schematically
in Figure2-4.

Future Work, The systemdevelo_ uftrers_ relatively low-cost meansof mcmitorlng the positionof
a robotend_ffector within a 4-m-_td_ cubicworktnl_envelop. At present,the accuracy Isitaly a
modest3 mm. However, further work !._pro,.:eedint_,which is exFx,ct_ to eithereliminateor at leas!
_ub_tanttallyredu_ the vartouserr_r source_identified,

_,t_ VL_lon-Culded Servoln87

_n_or tnteRratt¢)ni_ becominRa key element in t(_lay'sflexibleauiomated r(_ttc wnrkcell_,With
sen,ors,an auton_tt_ rc_lx_tic_y_temcancompen,ate for change_in theenvironment and uneertaintte_

.........II11'°°°°"'..............°°°°"""'!! °ooo,.,.

Microprocei_r iyillm

X_y, |

F|S,_'4, _¢hematt¢diagram of _p_rtment41 ultrasonic trackinl| _y_t_m,
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Initscontrolmodel.Inthefieldofrobotics,sen_orsallowrobotstogo beyondsimpleplck-and.plac_
operations,givingthem theabilitytomanipulatepartswithuncertaincharacteristicsand locations.
Visionisanespeciallyusefulsensorinrobotics,asitmay Ix,u_,dtoclosethefeedbacklooparoundthe
robotendeffeclor'spositlonand orlentatlon(pose)ratherthanaroundtherobot'sjointangles,asin
conventionalrebelcontrol.Thisvisualfeedbackallowsformort,accurateretriewfland placementof
itemswithina workcell.

Mostsystemsrequirespecializedhardwarewithfixedimages_'smplingtimes.An importantandoften
overlookedsystemconstraintisthaitheimageprocessingtimemay beslowand usuallyvarieswilhthe
sizeand complexityoftheimage.One t_hniqueconcentratesona controlstructureforan eye-in-hand
ro!xitwithoff.the-shelfimageprocessingequipment.

Inthepast,visionfeedbackhastakenmany forms.Visualserve-controlstructurescanbecategorized
by (I)choiceoffeedbackrepresenlnlion(eitherposition-basedorimage-based);(2)clas_ofcontrol
structure(eitherclosed-looporopen-l_p_inIcontrol);and,(3)timingofimageprocessingand
rnanlpulalorcontrol(eitherstallcordynamic).TheblockdiagraminFigure2-5illu_iratesthetraditional,
position.based,visual_ervoingstruclurewhichisum_,dinmostslalic"look-and-move"(clo_ed-lcmp_)Int
conirolh.,d)systems.Becausethevisionrouilnesand therobotcontrolroutinesart,p_rformedina
smquentialmanner, the robotmust come Ioa completeslopbefore thecameracanacqutr_a new image.
Thlb pau_ makesIt difficult for the robot Io trackrrK)vingobk,cts. In addition,by using position
coordinatesas the feedback variable,anexorbilantamounlof on-linecomputationi,_n¢_-'L,s_ryto
determinethe poseof a workcell componentfrom its image features.

Theother extreme is thedynamic, feature-based"visual tracking" (open.ii_p lotnt controlk_t)
system, In this system,thevision routinesand the roLx)tcontrol routinesttre _rlormed in parallel.Thi_
allowb thecamera to acquire Imagc,_,while therotx!t is moving. In addition, by u_ing image featuresas
thefet,dback variable,on-linL*computation is reducedsincelhe referenceimageh,ature_could Ix, taught
ott.ltne either Ihrough teach-by._howinR Iwhniques or throughCAD simulation. Although theproposed
control appears lheoreiicallysound, Ih|s_ysk,m po_¢_a number of difficullies whL,n implen'_,nt¢_with
e_isltng lmageoproces_iltghardwJ=rc First. the _ystcmmodel assumesthai the vision sampling time and
delay iin_, art,constant _,co=td.tl_litgcurrentvidt,s)raiL0sy_tem_,ihe _malle_lcych,,time |x_sible would
be33 ms. This i_ subslanlially ,IowL,r Ih,_nthe,_ubmillt_econdsamplingpc,tied currenlly u_ed Io control
lhe dynamlc_of mosl robot_ 'third. the,_ingle_tnputbingle-oulpolmodel reference,adapliveconlroiler
(_1._1MRAC) require_ lhatcoupling I_minlmlzL'd in Ihe translorn_ation|rum featuresto _lini
cl_srdmale_Thl_ mr,an_ thaione,It,alurt, nlu_l |_ seh.,ct¢,dIo control i,ach _[)litl,

loetlion toeolion

li.  lit I ! i,,,,.,. I..! l . ..,.,

;esliiiil

" _ i i llniill

F!t. l,l, TIrldtitonlil italic "look,and move" cunilroi iyilim,
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Thevisual f_back control structurewasdesignedto _ a dynamic feature-basL,d system,wtth the
stabilityof a close-loop joint controller,in addition,allowancefor thevariabledelay tlmL,-of-vision
f_back was included.The result is a dynamic, feature-based"lo,._k-and-n_ve" control structure(see
Figure2-6),independentprol:x_rtional.integral.derivatlve(PID)controllersareusedtopositionthejoint
angles,Above them jointcontrollersisa featurL,-bas_;itrajeetorygeneratorwhichplansa smoothpath
fromtheactuall_ge featurestothedesir_imagefeatures,Since,thedistancebetwL,,.,ntheactualand
d_ir_ featuresisoftentoolargetob_compensat_ forina singlerobotcontrolcycle,thetrajectory
generatorisneededtobreakup themotionintorealizablesegments,A remlv_ motionrateschemeis
us_ totransformthesmallchangesinimagefeaturesintochangesintherobot'sjointangle_witha _ries
ofJacoblantransformations,By usingthisdoubleratecontrolstructure,the0,875-mssamplingperiod
requiredtocontroltherobot'sjointscanbernaintainodwhileallowingthevisionfc._,clbacktohave
variableMmpilng and delaytimes,

Fea_-Baied Trajectory Generation. The methodof tra_tory generationtn joint and Cartesian
spacests well known. Thegeneral motion schemeis to movetherobot at a constantvelocity,in either
jointor orthogonalcoordinates,fromone positionto thenext.The positionsare normally queuedup on a
motionqueue and poppedoff oneat a time astherobot roacheseachposition. A small transitionperiod
existsbetw_n constantvelocity s_n_nt, to allow the robot to changevelocities.The maximumvelocity
of eachrobot joint and the minimum tranNittontime to reachthtsmaximum velocity from restare
auuntedto_ known aprlod,

For_n_r f_back, thismethc)dpo_s thr_problems,Oftenwith_n_)rfcs.,dback,sensorupdates
occur_foreallpositionsarepopp¢_offthe_ttlonqueue,There,ultl.qanovershootcaus_.,dby therobot
Ix'cause tt did not perlorm the,m.,wm¢_tionat spectfi_ by the u_ated sensorinformation T"hesecond
problem is how to move0the robot within thesen_or'sconstraints.The,traditional mc,thod ha_boon toftrsl
interpret the po_ of anobjwt from the_,.,n_r information and thento u._,a joint or Cartesian lrajwtory
generatorto perform a d¢,sirL,cl motion_

2.1.4 Adaptive RoboticVisuai Tracking t;l

Papantkolopou!osand Kho_lahave pro_s¢,d anadaptive visual trackingtwhniquo for the robotic
(eye-in-handconfiguration) visual tr,tckingand _,rvolng probh.,m.The,probh.,mof visual tracking is
stated a_a probh.,mof comhinmg controlwith computer vision. The ,urn°of-squareddifferences(_SD)
opticalflow fo_ the computation of the,vwtor of di.,_.'rotc,displawments is use,d. The,measurementscan
dc,riv¢,deither from a _ingl¢,big window or from multlpk, _mal!window_.These,displaccm¢,ntsare fed to

Robot Ount_ol Modulo (Vl, 1t/700)

;"....................... *t I
I _ I !o411lon

• i 6 .sx,_ * II ___:_ o l

___ .Joint IIL.J Moo, LJ no=or LJ_Lo. _=,
t_J trij__eontrolJi,I_ dynlrnl©I rr_tnem|ltoire_ ..._

".................. _J........................................I"'"
I IllliIllon
i...... .J

Fig, 2-6, Feature-ba_edlook.and.move control structure,
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an adaptivecontroller(self-tuningregulator)thatcreatescommands forarobotcontrolsystem.The
wholealgorithmisbasedon theon-lineestimationoftherelativedistanceofthetargetwithrespecttothe
camera.An importantcontributionofthiswork isthatitrequiresonlypartialknowledgeoftherelative
distanceofthetargetwithrespecttothecamera.Thisfactobviatestheneedforoff-lin,.,calibrationofthe
eye-in-handroboticsystem,Threedifferentadaptivecontrolschemeshavebeenimplemented,bothin
simulationand inexperiments.The computationalcomplexityand theexperimentalresultsdemonstrate
thattheproposedalgorithmscanbeimplementedinrealtime.

Robotsc_mbemade flexibleand adaptableby incorporatingsentryinformationfrommultiple
wurcesinthefeedbackloop.Sensor-basedrobotscanadaptquicklytotheevolvingrequirementsofan
unknown task,canrecoversuccessfullyfromtaskfailures,and canreactproperlytosuddenchangesin
theenvironment.Whiletherearemany differenttypesofsensors,suchasforce,tactile,and vision,
Papanikolopoulosand Khoslaarefocusingon theuseofa visionsensorfordynamicallyservoinga
manipulatorforobjecttracking.Thiswork providesa bridgebetweentraditionalvisiontechniquesfor
determiningmotionand controltheory.

Specifically,theyaddressthevisualservolngproblemwhichisa specialcaseoftheControlledActive
Visionframework.The underlyingphilosophyofthisframeworkisthatcontrolledmotionofthecamera
canimprovetheperformanceoftrackingands_._rvolngalgorithms,aswellasenhancethel:X_werofvision
algorithms.Combiningcontroland v_slonstrategiesresultsinmorerobustalgorithms,suchas
determiningstructurefrommotionandactivecalibration.Thus,theamount andqualityofsen.,K_ry
informationisincreased.

Theproblemofroboticvisualtracking/servoingcanbedefinedas:"movingthemanipulatorinsuch
a way thattheprojectionofa movingorstaticobjectisalwaysatthedesiredlocationintheimage.''I2In
accomplishingvisualservolng,thecameramay eitherbemountedon theend effectorofthemanipulator
(al_known aseye-in-handconfiguration)oritmay bestaticallylocated.Intx_thoftheseinstances,the
traditionalapproachtovisualservomg(thelook-and-moveapproach)hasboer_todecoupletheproblems
ofobtaininginformationatx_utthetarget(fromthecameraimage)and manipulatorcontrol.Sinceinitial
work inthisareawas typicallyhamperedbytheavailablecomputationalpower,itwasobviousin
physicalexperimentsthata manipulatorwas lookingand thenmoving.Recentadvancesincomputers
havemade enoughcomputationall_W_.,ravailabh.,sothatlook-and-moveisnotveryobviousinphysical
experiments,eventhoughthebasicphilo._phyofseparatingthe0visionand manipulatorcontrol
problemsstillpersists.Itisal_ worthmentioningthatinvisuals.,rvolng,emphasishasbeentypically
placedeitheron thevisionprocessingcomponentorthemanipulatorcomponent.

Re_,archhasalsob¢_nconductedon usingvisioninformationinthedynamicfeedbackl(_p.Wei_,_
hasprol:x_,da modelreferenceadaptivecontrolschemeforroboticvisualservoing.Inthiswork,
_rvoing is performL._.twith thegoal of reducing the error betwc,_ndesired imageattributes(center-of-
mass,first or _,cond moment el them_,lge)and the current image attributes.Tht, w.,rificationof the
prol:x_s,dalgorithms has ltxw_ limited I,_slmol,_ltions,Oth¢,rshave,proposedanadapliw.,schemefor
visuallyservoinga manipulator basedon the,information obtained by a staticsensor.In thisinstance,the
adaptationcompensatesfor the,unkn¢_wndyn_m_icp,lram_.,tersof the manipulator.

Unlike previous approaches,this ont,,issumesonly,a partial knowledge.,of the mapping betweenthe
targetand the can_ra (which the ad_lpt,=t,mmcchanisn'lis used todetermine). It is not us¢,dto
determine the unknown dynamics o! tht,manipulator. Thi,_,pproach isdynamic becauseit incorFK_rates
the target's dynamics and kint,malics in the systemmod¢,las comparedto the look-and-move approach,
which t_ static. In addition, thecilmera modc.,Iand thenoisecharacteristicsof the vision mt,asurements
art, includ¢._in the d_.signof the roboticand visual tracking_trak,gy.

Algorithms thai addre_ real-time roboticvisual trackingof moving objectsare propo_d. To achieve
this objective,computer vision techniquesfor det_.,cttngmotion arecombined with appropriate control
strategiesto compute theactualing signal fordriving th,.,manipulator (s¢._Figure 2-7). The problem is
formulated from the system's th_,oryl_mt-of-vit, w. An advantageof thisapproachis that thedynamics
of the robot dev|ce ar_.,lak_.,nInto accountwithout chani_tngthe.,basicstructureof th(, system.The
propo_,d _'heme is modular, _dh_wingfor differ_.,ntvision and control technklu_:,sto ix, iml;h:mcntcdfor
calculalionof the vector el discrctL,displ,=ct,mcnts and calculation of the controlsignal.
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2.2 Conclusions

Much of the state-of-the-art end-point tracking work is in the research phase and will take some
development before it is deployable. However, the concepts mentioned above are all workable given
resources dedicated for technology development.

The potential measuring accuracy of the LTISis generally 10-100 times better than most industrial
robots built today. One of the tasks which needs to be addressed is how to exploit this accuracy. For
inspection, the robot can pick up a touch probe with a target reflector assembly mounted onto the probe;
the tracking system will continuously compute the coordinates and orientations of the probe of origin.
For robot accuracy enhancement, the system can be used to generate a static or dynamic error map of the
robot which can be used later by the robot controller to compensate for the measured errors.

In areas such as robot performance measurements and standardization, the laser tracking system can
offer speed, accuracy, flexibility, and range that no single system can. The designed accuracy of the 5-D
LTISsystem in 1985 was two parts per 100,000, with a measuring volume of 3 x 3 x 3 m3 and a maximum
tracking speed of 300 ram/s. These performance numbers have been ex_ed (by how much it not
known), but this system is certainly one that could be readied for test and deployment.

The main emphasis for further work in ultrasonic tracking is the introduction of an element of
intelligence into the computer measurement processing. One potential use of this intelligence would be
the ability to choose the three most _uitable path measurements for coordinate computation when (as is
usually the case) more than three measurements are available. Obvious candidates for elimination would
be any measurements which fall within the ambiguous range where the receivers switch from detecting
the first cycle of ultrasonic energy to detecting the second one. The problem of error amplification in the
subtraction of quantities (e.g., dl 2- d22in the calculation of x) also dictates that those measurements
where such differences are greatest should be used if possible.

Joint-position-measurement signals from joint transducers could also be used to an advantage.
Approximate calculation of the end-effector spatial coordinates from joint angle measurements permits
the angles between the transmitter and the receivers to be calculated. This would enable the correct
correction factor to be used in compensating for the distances between the point sources of ultrasonic
energy and the center of the transmitter block. Approximate knowledge of end-effector position would
also enable false ultrasonic signals to be rejected.

A further improvement could be made by using counters with a greater number of bits. The use of
16-bit counters gives a measurement resolution of 1 part in 128 x 106and would reduce the counter-
resolution-induced errors in the caaculated values of the x, y and z coordinates to 0.l ram.

There are several advantages in using a feature based trajectory generator. First, the feature-based
trajectory generator is acychronous which allows sensor inputs at any time. Second, by performing the
trajectory generation in feature space, it can be assured that the sensors will remain active throughout the
motion. A smooth and continuous trajectory is maintained even for discontinuous sensor data by
matching the velocity, acceleration and jerk of the features, but not the feature position. Another
important characteristic of the feature-based trajectory generator is that features from other sensors with
different sampling times could also be used, thereby allowing unified sensor integration.

Disadvantages of this technique are that the differential transformations from feature space to joint
must be generated manually before the task begins. Also, in-depth knowledge of the robot kinematics
and camera modeling is required. Further research needs to be done to determine a controllable set of
features based on task and system constraints.

For adaptive visual tracking, the need for explicitly computing the depth map of the target is
circumvented, and adaptive control techniques are used. Their algorithms do not require accurate
knowledge of the camera model and of the environment. Additionally, contrary to previous research
efforts, there is no need for continuous calibration of the hand-eye system. The adaptive control schemes
estimate depth-related parameters of the robot model.

It is important to note that for all these end-point tracking techniques, radiation and environmentally
hardened versions of the sensors would have to be developed for these systems to work in the in-tank
environment. That issue is beyond the scope of this study, but does deserve further attention in
future work.
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